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in the first gallery of the museum's new wing. To help in the selec- each month. Frottage workshops were held on a free participation,
tion of the works, an interview survey was held with nine elemen- no reservation basis. After looking at the Ernst work in the gallery,
tary school children. Talking to the children while looking at the participants could then use the paper and pencils prepared in the
museum's collection catalogue, we investigated the children's lounge room with its display of children's art to make works that
knowledge, their understanding and interest, and then based our took their forms from all manner of daily goods. These workshops
selection of paintings on this information. The installation of works were held on weekday afternoons from July 25th through Septem-
and the self-study guide to the exhibition were also designed with ber lst. A total of 942 children from fourteen elementary schools
these results in mind. Hence the various ways in which these works participated in the reservation basis talks aimed as school groups,
could be appreciated were not necessarily based solely on an art and 250 visitors attended the gallery talks for the general public.
historical context. Some 600 people participated in the frottage workshops.
  The ten works were divided up into five themes for display, The gallery talks and the material filled display included in this
"Prayer," "Fun Time," "Imaginary World," "Light and Color," and exhibition were, according to the survey questionnaires filled out
"Heart and Form." In addition to the works themselves, supplemen- by visitors, effective for both children and adults as a tool in the
tary materials were also included in the exhibition, thus allowing appreciation of the art works. With the sense that the first step to
a viewpoint that was easily familiar to the children. The "Prayer" appreciation is carefully looking at an object, these materials and
section included a Christian triptych altarpiece and a small model talks proved helpful in not only looking at the works, it also gave
of the altarpiece that could be freely handled was displayed along- an important opportunity to reconsider the works. Further, looking
side the work. In "Fun Time," clothing of the same period as that while touching and talking about art was a fascinating experience
seen in Boudin's seascape was displayed with the painting, and a for children, and it left them with strong memories. However, as
photograph of another Flemish landscape of the same period of as a result of the survey questionnaire, it became clear that young chil-
Ostede's painting was included. "Imaginary World" included the dren could not differentiate between the works of art and the sup-
imaginary beasts who bewitch St. Anthony in the painting by Teniers, plemental materials. I n order for the talks to become enjoyable dia-
and these beasts were then contrasted with the monsters which logues rather than one way information giving devices, it is necessary
appear in Akira Toriyama's manga comics. Rosetti's painting was for changes to be made in the number of participants included and
accompanied by a photograph which conjured up an image of the in the skills of the speakers. The resolution of these issues remains
artist's beloved age of knights and chivalry. In "Light and Color" the topic for future work. (Yoko Terashima)
three paintings showed the various relationships between light and
color. De Heem's meticulously rendered painting of fruit was paired
with a photograph recreating its arrangement of fruit, while the poin- [Self-study guide]
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how a photograph of a harbor can be broken down into the three Production: Imex Fine Art
primary colors of blue, red and yellow. Further, Monet's painting Transportation: Yamato Transport Co., Ltd.
was accompanied by photographs of two works which show the same Display: Tokyo Studio
motif painted at a different time of day. In "Heart and Form," works
by children using Ernst's favorite frottage technique were displayed
in the lounge room of the museum.
  Gallery talks were held during the course of the exhibition, as
well as experiential workshops. Through the cooperation of the
Tokyo Metropolitan Art Teachers' Society of Primary Schools, appli-
cations for gallery talks were sent to schools before the exhibition,
and school groups came for talks on weekdays during July. Fur-
ther, talks open to the general public without reservations were held
on the mornings and afternoons of the 2nd and 4th Saturdays of
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